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Abstract

Higher education prepares students for their future roles and responsibilities so that the student becomes a valuable resource for the nation’s economy. In this current study the role of higher education in economic development of Saudi Arabia is examined through the viewpoint of female workforce individuals in colleges of Jazan University. How their work prospects increments after gaining higher education. The study is based on primary and secondary data collection method. Primary data is collected using questionnaire method and secondary data is collected through websites. A survey questionnaire strategy is applied to conduct the interviews with female workforce individuals of different colleges in Jazan University in order to gain their knowledge and perception towards professional growth in educational development after they completed their higher education.
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INTRODUCTION

According to [1] the role of higher education in economic development is dependent on investments in education, learning and training, among others. Nowadays universities getting aware of the basic role that higher education plays within the development of knowledge-based economies. The kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) has adopted the drive towards a knowledge-based economy through focusing on the higher education sector. Saudi Universities are playing a pivotal role towards the kingdom’s move into a knowledge-based economy and thus achieving economic development and advancement.

RESEARCH LITERATURE

According to Ozturk, I [2] Education in each sense is one in every of the basic factors of development. It improves the standard of their lives and ends up in broad social edges to people and society. Education raises people's productivity and power and promotes entrepreneurship and technological advances. Additionally, it plays an exceptionally crucial role in securing economic and social progress and rising financial gain distribution.

Saleh, M. A [3] in his research article seeks to trace the event of upper education within the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia from its origins to the current day. The study includes discussion of the historical roots of education as supported Islam, Muslim philosophy of education, the aims and objectives of higher education and fashionable university education. Empirical statistics square measure given to substantiate the Kingdom's fast progress in instruction. Since 1957 once fashionable university education began with one establishment with twenty-one students and workers of 9 it's big till twenty-five years later in 1982 instruction had big to seven establishments with sixty-three, 563 students and teaching workers. The study examines these aspects of upper education; Saudi students finding out abroad, foreign students finding out in Asian country, feminine education, the role of the Ministry of upper [4]. In their research expressed the need to stress fastidiously that higher education’s purpose isn't reducible to the economic domain. Rather, we tend to request to have interaction with the controversy around one in every of higher education's multiple functions – the assembly of practiced graduates for the economy. Significantly, our analysis of the 2 cases stresses the importance of the intersection between the worldwide, national, sectorial and abstraction dimensions once puzzling over the affiliation between education and economic development. It shows however these vary significantly and the way dynamics at multiple scalar
levels add advanced ways that to form prospects for development.

Hamdan, A [5] in her research presented the historical socioeconomic associate in nursing political conditions of Asian nation area unit an essential facet of understanding a woman’s position in Saudi society. In 1980, there were a lot of feminine graduates within the humanities than male. University girls may study most of the constant subjects as their male counterparts except those, which could lead to their inter mixture with men. Her paper explores a number of the restraints and achievements of girls within the field of education in Asian nation these days.

Kashisaz, & Mobarak [6] in their study indicated the quality of specialities programs offered by personal universities and schools needed within the market within the era of data economy.

According to the research done by [7] the barriers that interchange front of women’s education, their pedagogy opportunities have hyperbolic with the development of feminine pedagogy provision however the opportunities are still ineffectual to provide the amount of education required to fulfill the demand of ladies or offer to supply to produce equality of access across the country.

According to [8] Saudi ladies suffer from an occasional level of education and lack of employment opportunities. She emphasizes that bound social and cultural factors move to influence the women’s expertise as victims of economic condition.

However, the wave of globalization impacts on women’s status; whereby argues there’s a world movement of women, that looks to bear in mind of the neoliberal discourse to free itself from the economic and politic determinants.

This improvement within the economic and social status of ladies would balance the economic equation. Saudi ladies don’t seem to be far away from this movement, wherever several developments have occurred in their standing up to now.

In the research [9] examined the predominance of views on women’s leadership, that systematically emphasize the underrepresentation of girls in just about each sphere of political and economic life in countries round the world.

Little or no is thought regarding women’s leadership, particularly in teaching, within the Kingdom of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA).

This has resulted in a very gap within the literature, since teaching is one space of employment where Saudi ladies have created progress, and in spite of complicated social, Religious, cultural and organizational barriers some have broken through the cap into teaching leadership.

One goal of this paper is to spotlight, through a synthesis of existing literature, this state of women’s teaching leadership in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Permani, R [10] in research paper investigated the results of upper education curricula on the labour and so on economic process in Taiwan over the 1965–2000 amount.to look at the potential differential effects of information structure, four educational disciplines in education in Taiwan were chosen. Additionally, outputs were divided into 3 industrial sectors to look at whether or not completely different educational disciplines have differential effects on economic development in every sector.

Dauda, R. O. S [11] current study is an effort to supply empirical proof on the impact of higher education proxies by tertiary faculty registration and graduate turnout on economic process in Nigeria throughout the the information used for the study were obtained from the financial organization of Nigeria and therefore the Nigerian National Bureau of Statistics. This paper employs co-integration and error correction techniques for the information analysis. The study reveals that education will not solely have positive impact on growth of the Nigerian economy however such impact is powerful and statistically important. The empirical results indicate that semi-permanent equilibrium relationship exists between education development and economic process in Nigeria.it absolutely was discovered that labor force and physical capital exert positive and important influence on growth whereas political instability proxies by a dummy variable and rate have negative The policy implication of this study is that government ought to listen to policies that enhance labor productivity and stimulate growth through adequate investment on higher education underneath stable

According to Cortese, A. D [12] Planners should be ready to perceive and articulate the necessity and blessings of higher education establishments being leaders in making a property society to a large variety of stakeholders. These embody internal call makers and different stakeholders (e.g., faculty, operational personnel, students) and external stakeholders (e.g., parents, alumni, native and regional communities, future employers, funders of education.

Objectives and Importance of the research to the community

Objectives

- To investigate the role of higher education in economic development of Saudi Arabia.
- To investigate the female faculty perception and participation of higher education in economic development of Saudi Arabia.
Importance of the Research to the Community

The importance of this investigation towards community is to show the role part and prospects of higher education in economic development of Saudi Arabia through the viewpoint and suppositions given by female workforce individuals of Jazan University.

RESEARCH MATERIALS AND METHODS

RESEARCH QUESTION

- What is the role of higher education in economic development of Saudi Arabia?
- What is the perception and participation of female faculty members in economic development of Saudi Arabia?

RESEARCH MATERIALS

The study is based on primary and secondary data collection method. Primary data is collected using questionnaire method and secondary data is collected through websites.

CONCLUSION

A survey questionnaire strategy is applied to conduct the interviews with female workforce individuals of different colleges in Jazan University in order to gain their knowledge and perception towards professional growth in educational development after they completed their higher education.

The estimated result shows that with the help of higher educational skills female workforce can increase the productivity value towards developing the nation’s economy.
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